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Tualatin Hills Park & Recreation District 

 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 

Sports Advisory Committee Meeting 
Date: Thursday, September 30, 2010 

Time: 4:30 p.m. 
Location: AC Conference Room 

 
In Attendance 

Committee Members: Janet Allison (Chair), Brian Bauman, Greg Cody, Carrie Fisher 
 Staff: Scott Brucker, Julie Rocha 
 Guest: Ann Mackiernan 
 
I. Call to Order 
 Janet called the meeting to order at 4:37 p.m. 
   
II. Approval of Minutes 

The minutes from the August 23rd meeting will be submitted for approval next meeting. 
  
III.  Financial Report  

N/A 
   
IV. New Business 

Ann Mackiernan on 2011 Fees 
At the request of Doug Menke, Ann was asked to review the fee increases for the last three years and what 
impact they had on attendance and revenue.  She presented a summary of her research.  After explaining her 
findings, she said it would be recommended to the Board of Directors that the District proceed with the fourth 
and final fee increase in January of 2011.   
 
One interesting statistic was the drop in OD revenue in the drop-in/frequent user pass categories.  The 
conclusion was that the rise in the OD fee has impacted the number of frequent user passes sold.  Though 
revenue is up, it is more of a rate increase than a participation increase and that is problematic.  In addition, both 
in-district and out-of-district revenue has gone down in the drop-in category.  Specifically drop-in users walk 
away when they are told the OD cost.  In these two areas, Ann will be recommending the District freeze the rates 
for one year.  Ann added it is a fine balance dealing with OD fees.  We are not here to serve OD users; however, 
they are a piece of the revenue pie.  Freezing the OD rates for one year will give us time to investigate the 
market to find out what other agencies are doing. 
 
Greg asked if OD users are bringing in more revenue than they are costing.  Ann answered absolutely yes.  Julie 
added as soon as the drop-in OD fee went to $10.50, they saw a huge drop in attendance.  Users are telling us 
why should they pay $10.50 twice a week when they can go to 24 Hour Fitness and get a pass for $30/month 
and play whenever they want.   Scott mentioned another drop-in program was averaging 100 people every 
Tuesday and Thursday.  Of those, 25% were in district.  Now we average 20 people, all in-district.  The cost of 
the program is the same.  The OD fees accounted for $40,000 to $45,000 annually and now must be made up 
elsewhere in the Athletic Center budget. 
 
Because the patrons of the Stuhr Center have been burdened by the fee increases, it will be a recommendation 
that their rates will be frozen as well.  Janet mentioned as part of the fee review, she was against any increase 
for seniors especially since the Harman pool was on the boundary and many OD seniors used the pool for 
therapy.  She felt strongly the OD fees that increased from $25/year to now $70/quarter were a tremendous 
burden on seniors, most of whom are on a fixed income.   
 
Ann will be conducting another market survey in spring since one has not been done for five years.   
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One area that was not researched is field fees.  It is felt the organizations using the fields have become more 
efficient with the use of their field time.  The $7.00/hour field fee will be implemented as scheduled.  Scott added 
the cost structure of the field fees are based on cost to maintain.   
 
Greg asked if we are going to meet budget without the fee increases.  Ann answered yes. 
 
Greg also asked about the 7.2% decrease in the drop-in revenue.  He wondered if that was due to the economy.  
Ann felt the economy is partly to blame. 
 
Greg also asked what the family assistance numbers look like.  Ann answered in Fiscal 08/09, usage was 
$375,000 with $75,000 of that used for affiliated groups while in Fiscal 09/10, the amount of usage went up to 
$483,000 with $72,000 used for affiliated groups.  Greg asked if Ann knew the trend for the first three months of 
the 2010/11 fiscal year.  She did not have that information. 
 
Greg’s opinion is the decreases in revenue are caused by the economy, not because we are charging too much.  
Greg does not want to hold off on the increases.  He feels we should bite the bullet and go ahead since the 
community knew about these increases.  However, he would not follow through with the increases at the Stuhr 
Center because of their loyalty and support for the District.   
 
Brian wondered what the message was to the affiliated groups when we freeze increases in other areas, but 
implement the increases for field fees.  Ann will research further. 
 
Re the OD Assessment Revenue chart, Janet asked why the drop in FY 08-09, then the large increase in FY 09-
10.  Scott thought it may be because the OD assessments for the affiliated groups may be paid at other facilities 
besides the Athletic Center. 
 
Janet is anxious to see the market survey for the adult softball fees.  Janet quoted team numbers for men, 
women and coed to show how the large OD fees have negatively impacted those programs.  She commented 
the players that left over the last few years are not coming back.  They have found other programs in Hillsboro, 
Wilsonville, Newberg and Delta.  In this economy, very few teams have sponsors and players divide the league 
fee, which goes up minimally each year.  Add to that the $67/quarter for summer and $67/quarter for fall ball, the 
amount to play has increased dramatically.   
 
The women’s summer adult softball program is a good example.  At capacity, we carried 35 teams.  This 
summer, we had 19.  Janet pointed out a couple of things to consider.  1)  The District is losing the league fees 
from those 16 teams that are gone.  2)  The District is losing the OD revenue from the players that played on 
those 16 teams that are gone.  3)  The in-district players who played on those 16 teams are no longer able to 
play.   
 
Since you are considering frequent user passes and drop-in fees being frozen, Janet is asking for a pilot 
program for adult softball where you consider lowering the OD fees to stop the downward trend or even get the 
team numbers back up.  Scott and Janet had a conversation some time ago discussing a different way to charge 
teams, possibly using a sliding scale, e.g., X amount for the league fee + X amount for 5 to 10 OD players sliding 
down to a lower amount for teams that have fewer OD players. 
 
Scott mentioned a market survey that was done last year comparing cost for the last five years at other agencies 
including Hillsboro, Lake Oswego, and Portland.  Ann said if he could send her that information, it would save 
time for her.   
 
Janet asked if any thought had been given to freezing all fees for one year.  Ann said it had been discussed; but 
no, especially because classes were not showing any kind of degradation in numbers or revenue.  The fee 
increases will be implemented in January, so the results will be apparent in the second half of this fiscal year.   
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The members thanked Ann for an excellent job presenting her research.  Janet added she felt this was a good 
start and also the statistics were in a format that was easily understandable.   
 
Project Funding 
Scott reported the quote for the lights on the toddler play structure came in at $2,880.  Only one bid was 
received.  Janet asked what our estimated completion date was.  Scott said probably a couple of weeks. 
 
Motion:  Brian moved to approve the $2,880 expenditure for the lights on the toddler play structure.  
Greg seconded the motion and the motion carried unanimously. 
 
Second item is a PA system on the ball fields.  Scott explained the difference between a system tied into the 
phone lines and a stand-alone system.  Janet discussed the incident that happened on September 10th when a 
softball player on her men’s team suffered an aneurysm and major stroke on Softball 3.  She felt a PA system 
would have been helpful to ask if a doctor or nurse was available until paramedics arrived.  Janet asked how 
many times 911 is called in a year.  Softball field staff estimated 8 to 10 paramedic/ambulance calls per softball 
season.  Scott estimated 20 to 30 over the entire complex in a year. 
 
Greg would like to see a system that does two things -- page or send announcements over the entire complex as 
well as compartmentalize down to an individual field.  Greg added while we are hosting national tournaments, a 
PA system would be helpful.  Janet said it was discussed in the recap meeting for the Party in the Park that the 
PA system that was used that day was inadequate.  Several dead spots exist.  Janet felt because of the size of 
the complex, a major system should be installed.   
 
Greg asked if we could tie in the softball concession stand to the phone lines.  Julie said an immediate solution 
would be a bull horn.   
 
Carrie added any system should include the tennis center because of the medical personnel playing tennis who 
would be available to help in an emergency. 
 
CSD Task Force Update 
Brian attended the meetings held to date and though he felt the discussion was positive, attendance was 
minimal.  He felt the members would get more accomplished if all members attended.  One interesting note is 
that he now realizes how different and complex the various sports are and it will be a challenge to work through 
the issues.  There are modifications that everyone could use to make it better, but the overreaching plan is going 
to be difficult. 
 
The next scheduled meeting is October 12th. 
 

  

Youth Lacrosse Update 
Scott reported Tualatin Valley Youth Lacrosse League has submitted a request for affiliate status.  They are 
different in that there are five high school clubs represented in one league.  The Park District interfaces at the 
league level, not the club level.  Each club is a specific 501(c)3 entity for the purpose of registration.  The league 
operates with standard fees and a standard operating model.   
 
A conference call will be held tomorrow among the two board members of Beaverton Youth Lacrosse and the 
president of the TVYL to discuss affiliation.  The Park District has set a deadline of October 15th for a decision 
from BYL.  The most important recommendation Scott has made concerns the long-term viability of the sport and 
what is best.   
 
Janet asked if we would be adding a rep to the Unified Fields Steering Committee from TVYL.  Julie answered 
yes.  Brian added it is similar to soccer where each club has a field rep.  They meet as a committee to discuss 
club field issues and pass on the information to the THJSL rep who comes to the UFSC meetings. 
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V. Old Business 
None 
 

VI. Committee Time 
Brian - He was scheduled to play on Field 2 on Sunday and another team was using the field.  There was 
miscommunication and field usage needs to be clarified.  This has happened previously.   
 
Greg - Mentioned he rode with Park Patrol for an evening to see exactly what they do.  They visited 
approximately 20 parks. 
 
Greg - Complimented personnel whenever he interacts with District staff.  Janet added the level of customer 
service is much better than it used to be.   
 
Greg - Asked the outcome of the proceeds from the Sunset Park concession stand.  Janet answered each of the 
14 groups received $250.  This was a percentage of gross revenue.  Julie added they have a good system 
worked out for purchasing and staffing. 
 
Janet - Wanted to report on various items she is bringing to the Committee from the above-mentioned incident 
on September 10th.  
She has requested an AED be purchased for the softball concession stand.  The closest one now is located at 
the tennis center.  Cost is approximately $2,400. 
She has requested District staff evaluate the entrance to the softball fields off Walker Road.  It is a very difficult 
entry for a fire truck and wastes precious time. 
She has requested some type of signaling device for field staff to flag down the fire truck and/or ambulance.  
After the fire truck pulled onto the path, the ambulance arrived and went to the wrong entry and had to turn 
around.  This also wasted precious time. 
 
Scott said a meeting had been held to discuss these topics.  Mark Hokkanen attended the meeting and would be 
writing the notes.  Action items will be implemented.  
 
Janet - Wanted to confirm the contract specs for the concessionaire on the Complex were different for a 
tournament (specifically Steve’s tournament scheduled for October 16th) than for league games.  Julie answered 
Janet could request a percentage of the proceeds from that day.  This is equal to the usual percentage the 
concessionaire pays to the Park District.  Also, if Janet chooses to have the concession stand open, her vendor 
cannot serve hamburgers and hot dogs since they are served at the concession stand. 
  

VII. Next Meeting will be held on Thursday, October 21, 2010 at 4:30 p.m. in the AC conference room. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 6:30 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Janet Allison 
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